Now that President Obama as locked in his safe second term he is free to show his true colors.
This has opened the gates for his destruction of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. It has also
inspired the socialist left to openly attack any Americans that stand in their way. The despicable
act at Sandy Hook was the torch they needed. I can hear all the socialist left screaming NOT
TRUE but it is. Example – ex governor Ed Rendell (D-PA) “ The good thing about Newtown is,
it was so horrific that I think it galvanized Americans to a point where the intensity on our side is
going to match the intensity on their side”. Nice isn’t it well if you wait long enough the stink will
lead you to the true thinking of the Left. There is nothing “good” about the Newtown Killings.
Instead of taking on the real cause of acts of violence, rabid evil excuses for humankind they are
attacking loyal honest Americans. If the lowlife that killed all those at Sandy Hook was captured
alive we would be spending the next 20 years debating the what where & why but not blaming
him just an object that cannot do anything without a person involved (This type of evil lowlife
last act of spitting in the faces of the people he killed & the law is to kill himself –he did his dirty
deed and the law can’t touch him). It is the evil person that should be punished, if insane then life
without parole in a prison that is setup for this type evil. If not insane then it should be the death
penalty. But wait here in Connecticut we did away with the death penalty and closed facilities for
the criminally insane. That’s ok we solved that problem we just persecute the good law abiding
citizens and the Constitution. The last time our “public servants” tried to destroy the 2nd
Amendment they wanted to make the honest citizens felons if the had clips that were not blessed
by the powers to be.
As if the criminals lost sleep over that possible act.
 President Obama as been recorded saying the Constitution was a hindrance.
 Eric Holder said the children had to be brainwashed against guns.
 Rahm Emaunel – You never want a serious crisis to go to waste.
The above three statements speak loud for this administration plan from the start.
Our education system has failed our young Americans the system failed to teach our children
about the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Just look at the First Amendment it is the most
abused it’s not about art or movies. It’s not about saying a prayer or the name God. It was set up
for free public speech regarding the government and praying anyway you want or don’t want. It’s
freedom of religion not freedom from religion.
The Second Amendment was put in to insure that the citizens (not a government organization)
kept the right to keep & bear arms. Arms that it speaks of were not for hunting or sport but to
protect themselves and the Republic from all enemies.
The type of firearms an American Citizen owns is that citizens own business. It is the citizen’s
duty to act lawfully and keep the firearms safe.
If a criminal is caught using a firearm there must be a no revocable sentence above and beyond
the crime. Not like the Symbionese Liberation Army / Patty Hearst case where the charges for
having machineguns was dropped by the Federal Government. Another instance of government
playing games with laws.
The driving forces behind this ongoing attack on the Constitution and the 2nd Amendment have
done a good job brainwashing the useful idiots (Lenin) they blindly follow along echoing the
driving forces chants. The honest loyal Americans cannot and will not stand by and let this great
Republic be destroyed nor will we allow those patriot Americans who died to start this Republic
and keep it free to have died in vain. The far left has woken the American Eagle and the
Americans loyal to the Constitution will be heard.
The Republic is not ours to destroy we don’t own it the Republic is in our trust to keep strong,
safe so when we past it on our fellow Americans will be able to live in the greatest nation ever
known and continue the process to protect and kept safe The United States of America.
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